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Abstract 

We determine the locating-chromatic numbers of non-homogeneous 
caterpillars and firecracker graphs. 

1. Introduction 

The notion of locating-chromatic number of a graph was introduced by 
Chartrand et al. [8]. Let G be a finite, simple, and connected graph. Let c be a 
proper k-coloring of G and { }kCCC ...,,, 21=Π  be a partition of ( )GV  

induced by c on ( ),GV  where iC  is the set of vertices receiving color i. The 

color code ( )vcΠ  of v is the ordered k-tuple ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,...,,,,, 21 kCvdCvdCvd  

where ( ) ( ){ }ii CxxvdCvd ∈|= ,min,  for any i. If all distinct vertices of G 
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have distinct color codes, then c is called a locating-chromatic k-coloring of 
G (k-locating coloring, in short). The locating-chromatic number, ( )GLχ  is 

the smallest k such that G has a locating k-coloring. 

Chartrand et al. [8] determined the locating-chromatic number for paths, 
cycles, complete multipartite graphs and double stars. Behtoei and Omoomi 
[7] discussed the locating-chromatic number for Kneser Graph. Specially for 
amalgamation of stars, Asmiati et al. [1, 4] determined locating-chromatic 
number for homogeneous amalgamation of stars and non-homogeneous 
amalgamation of stars, respectively. Furthermore, the locating-chromatic 
number of the operation of two graphs is discussed by Baskoro and Purwasih 
[6]. They determined the locating-chromatic number for a corona product of 
two graphs. 

Chartrand et al. [8] characterized graphs have locating-chromatic number 
.1−n  They also determined graphs whose locating-chromatic numbers are 

bounded by .2−n  Moreover, Asmiati and Baskoro [3] characterized all 
maximal graphs containing cycle. In general, characterization of all tress with 
locating-chromatic number 3 is given in Baskoro and Asmiati [5]. 

Asmiati et al. [2] determined the locating-chromatic number for 
homogeneous firecracker graphs, Motivated by these results, we determine 
the locating-chromatic numbers of non-homogeneous caterpillars and 
firecracker graphs. 

The following results were proved by Chartrand et al. in [8]. We denote 
the set of neighbors of a vertex v in G by ( ).VN  

Theorem 1 [8]. Let c be a locating-coloring in a connected graph =G  
( )., EV  If u and v are distinct vertices of G such that ( ) ( )wvdwud ,, =  for 

all ( ) { },, vuGVw −∈  then ( ) ( ).vcuc ≠  In particular, if u and v are non- 

adjacent vertices of G such that ( ) ( ),vNuN =  then ( ) ( ).vcuc ≠  

Corollary 1 [8]. If G is a connected graph containing a vertex adjacent 
to m end-vertices of G, then ( ) .1+≥χ mGL  
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Corollary 1 gives a lower bound for the locating-chromatic numbers of a 
general graph G. 

2. Locating-chromatic Number of Non-homogeneous Caterpillar 

In this section, we discuss about the locating-chromatic number of non- 
homogeneous caterpillar. Let mP  be a path with ( ) { }mm xxxPV ...,,, 21=  

and ( ) { }....,,, 13221 mmm xxxxxxPE −=  A non-homogeneous caterpillar is 

obtained by connecting in  pendant vertices ( )iij nja ...,,2,1, =  to one 

particular vertex ix  of path ,mP  where ,1 mi ≤≤  which we denote by 

( )....,,,; 21 mnnnmC  The non-homogeneous caterpillar ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  

consists of vertex set ( )( ) { } { iamixnnnmCV ijim ≤|≤≤|= 11...,,,; 21 ∪  

}injm ≤≤≤ 1,  and edge set ( )( ) { mixxnnnmCE iim ≤≤|= + 1...,,,; 121  

} { }.1,11 iiji njmiax ≤≤≤≤|− ∪  

Let ,,1 inK  with the vertex ix  as the center, be a subgraph of 

( )....,,,; 21 mnnnmC  We denote the set of vertices and edges by ( ) =inKV ,1  

{ } { }iiij xnja ∪≤≤|1  and ( ) { },1,1 iijin njaxKE i ≤≤|=  respectively. Thus, 

( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  contains m stars inK ,1  with ix  as a center. If =maxn  

{ },...,,,max 21 mnnn  then subgraph max,1 nK  is called the maximum star 

subgraph in the non-homogeneous caterpillar ( )....,,,; 21 mnnnmC  If there 

are p subgraphs ,max,1 nK  then every subgraph, from left to right, are denoted 

by ,,1
i

nmaks
K  where .1 pi ≤≤  

Definition 1. Let ( ),...,,,;, 21,1,1 mnn nnnmCKK ji ⊂  where ji ≠≤1  

.m≤  If ,maxnnn ji ≠=  such that 

(1) ( ) ( ),,, mjmi xxdxxd =  with mx  is the center of ,max,1 nK  or 
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(2) ( ) ( ),,, 0 pji xxdxxd =  with 0x  and pp xxx ≠0,  are the centers of 

,max,1 nK  

then subgraphs inK ,1  and jnK ,1  are called star subgraphs with the same 

distance. 

Theorem 2. Let max,1 nK  be the maximum star subgraph of 

( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  and p be the number of subgraphs .max,1 nK  Then for 

,2max ≥n  the locating-chromatic number of non-homogeneous caterpillar 

( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  is 

( )( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

+>+

+≤+
=χ

.1,2
,1,1

...,,,;
maxmax

maxmax
21 npifn

npifn
nnnmC mL  

Proof. First we determine the trivial lower bound of 

( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  

for .1max +≤ np  Since the number of leaves in a maximal subgraph is ,maxn  

by Corollary 1, ( )( ) ,1...,,,; max21 +≥χ nnnnmC mL  for .1max +≤ np  

Next, we determine the upper bound of ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  for ≤p  

.1max +n  Consider the 1max +n -coloring c on ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  as 

follows: 

a. Find the number of subgraphs max,1 nK  and denote it by p. Denote each 

of the subgraphs from left to right as ,
max,1

i
nK  where ,1 pi ≤≤  

respectively. 

b. Vertices ,
max,1

i
ni Kx ∈  where pi ≤≤1  are colored by ,...,,3,2,1 p  

respectively. 

c. Leaves in ,
max,1

i
nK  where pi ≤≤1  are colored by { max...,,3,2,1 n  

} ( ){ }.\1 ixc+  
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d. Let 1A  be an open interval before 1,1 ,
max +k

i
n AK  be an open interval 

between i
nK

max,1  and ,1
,1 max
+k
nK  where ,11 −≤≤ pk  and 1+pA  be an 

open interval after .
max,1

p
nK  

e. Let T = {all combinations ( )maxn  from 1max +n  color}, such that T = 

{ }121 max...,,, +nTTT  with TTi ∈  are color combination not containing 

the color i. 

f. Identify subgraph inK ,1  in the interval as defined in item d. 

g. If inK ,1  lies in interval 1A  or ,2A  then every vertex of inK ,1  is colored 

by colors that are associated with ,1T  respectively. 

h. If inK ,1  lies in interval ,kA  where ,13 +≤≤ pk  then every vertex of 

inK ,1  is colored by colors that correspond with ,1−kT  respectively. 

i. If inK ,1  and jnK ,1  with ji nn =  have the same distance from the 

maximum star subgraph and ( ){ } { ( ) ,1...,,2,1 =|==| lacnlac jliil  

},...,,2 jn  then ix  and jx  should be given different colors. Vice 

versa, if ( ) ( ),ji xcxc =  then ( ){ } { ( ) ,1...,,2,1 =|≠=| lacnlac jliil  

}....,,2 jn  

We show that the color codes for all vertices in ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  for 

,1max +≤ np  are different. Let u, v, vu ≠  be the leaves, where ∈u  

( ),,1 inKV  ( ),,1 jnKVv ∈  and ( ) ( ).vcuc =  

• If ,1max +== nnn ji  then ( ) ( )vcuc ΠΠ ≠  because their color codes 

differ in the ordinate of colors ix  and .jx  

• If inK ,1  and jnK ,1  lie in different intervals, say pA  and ,qA  then ( )ucΠ  

( )vcΠ≠  because they have different distances from pC  and .qC  
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• If inK ,1  and jnK ,1  lie in the same interval, say pA  but they do not 

have the same distance, then ( ) ( )vcuc ΠΠ ≠  because they have 

different distance to .pC  But, if they have the same distance, their 

color codes differ in the ordinate of colors ix  and .jx  

• If one of { }ji nn ,  is ,maxn  say maxnni =  and ,maxnn j <  then the 

color codes of u and v differ in color of leaves of inK ,1  not contained 

in .,1 inK  

• If ( )jni KVx ,1∈  and v have the same color, then ( )ixcΠ  contains at 

least two components of value 1, whereas ( )vcΠ  contains exactly one 

component of value 1. Thus, ( ) ( ).vcxc i ΠΠ ≠  

From all the above cases, we see that the color codes for all vertices in 
( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  for ,1max +≤ np  are different, thus c is a locating-

coloring. So, ( )( ) ,1...,,,; max21 +≤χ nnnnmC mL  for .1max +≤ np  

 

Figure 1. A minimum locating-coloring of C(9; 2, 3, 1, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 3). 

Next, we show the lower bound of ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  for maxnp >  

.1+  By Corollary 1, we have that ( )( ) .1...,,,; max21 +≥χ nnnnmC mL  

However, we will show that ( )1max +n  colors are not enough. For a 

contradiction, assume that there exists a 1max +n -locating coloring c on 

( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  for .1max +> np  Since ,1max +> np  there are two i, 

j, ,ji ≠  such that ( ){ } { ( ) }....,,2,1...,,2,1 maxmax nhacnhac jhih =|==|  
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Therefore the color codes of ix  and jx  are the same, a contradiction. So, 

( )( ) ,2...,,,; max21 +≥χ nnnnmC mL  for .1max +> np  

To show that ( )( ) ( ),2...,,,; max21 +≤χ nnnnmC mL  consider the 

locating-coloring c on ( )mnnnmC ...,,,; 21  as follows: 

• ( ) .2max11 += nlc  

• The color of vertices ix  are: 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

=
.evenif2

,oddif1
i
i

xc i  

• Leaves, for ,1=in  ( ) ,3=inc  whereas for ,2≥in  { ( ) ,2,1=| jac ij  

},..., in  are colored by { } ( ){ }ixcnS \1...,,2,1 max +⊆  for any i. 

Since there is only one vertex at the end of the longest path, which is 
colored by ,2max +n  the color codes of all vertices are different. Therefore, 

c is the locating-chromatic coloring on ( ),...,,,; 21 mnnnmC  and so 

( )( ) ,2...,,,; max21 +≤χ nnnnmC mL  for .1max +> np  

 
Figure 2. A minimum locating-coloring of C(11; 3, 1, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 3, 1). 

3. Locating-chromatic Number of Non-homogeneous 
Firecracker Graphs 

A non-homogeneous firecracker graph, ( )nkkknF ...,,,, 21  is obtained by the 

concatenation of n stars niS ik ...,,2,1, =  by linking one leaf from each star. 

Let ( ( ) ) { },2...,,2,1;...,,2,1,,...,,,, 21 −==|= iijiikkkn kjnilmxFV n  
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and ( ( ) )nkkknFE ...,,,, 21  =  { }1...,,2,11 −=|+ nixx ii  ∪  { ,2,1, =| ilmmx ijiii  

;..., n  }.2...,,2,1 −= ikj  If { },...,,,max 21max nkkkk =  then the subgraph 

maxkS  is the maximum star subgraph of non-homogeneous firecracker 

( )....,,,, 21 nkkknF  If there are p subgraphs ,maxkS  then every subgraph, from 

left to right, is denoted by ,
max

i
kS  where .1 pi ≤≤  

Definition 2. Let ( ),, ...,,,, 21 nji kkknkk FSS ⊂  where .1 mji ≤≠≤  If 

,maxnnn ji ≠=  such that 

(1) ( ) ( ),,, mjmi xxdxxd =  with mx  is the center of ,maxkS  or 

(2) ( ) ( ),,, 0 pji xxdxxd =  with 0x  and pp xxx ≠0,  are the centers of 

,maxkS  

then subgraphs ikS  and jkS  are called star subgraphs with the same distance. 

Theorem 3. Let maxkS  be the maximum star subgraph of ( )nkkknF ...,,,, 21  

and p be the number of subgraphs .maxkS  Then the locating-chromatic 

number of ( ),...,,,, 21 nkkknF  for 2max ≥n  is: 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

−>

−≤−
=χ

.1,
,1,1

maxmax

maxmax
...,,,, 21 kpifk

kpifk
F nkkknL  

Proof. We determine the trivial lower bound of .1max −≤ kp  Since the 

number of leaves in the maximal subgraph is ,2max −k  by Corollary 1, we 

have ( ( ) ) ,1max...,,,, 21 −≥χ kF nkkknL  for .1max −≤ kp  

Consider ( )1max −k -coloring c on nkkknF ...,,,, 21  as follows: 

a. Find the number of subgraphs maxkS  and denote it by p. Denote each 

of the subgraphs from left to right by ,
max

i
kS  where .1 pi ≤≤  
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b. Vertices ,
max

i
ki Sx ∈  where ,1 pi ≤≤  are colored by ,...,,5,4,3 n  

,3,2  respectively. 

c. Vertices ,
max

i
ki Sm ∈  where ,1 pi ≤≤  are colored by ,...,,3,2,1 p  

respectively. 

d. Leaves in ,
max

i
kS  where pi ≤≤1  are colored by { ...,,3,2,1  

( )} ( ){ }.\1max ixck −  

e. Let 1A  be an open interval before 1,
max +t

i
k AS  be an open interval 

between t
kS

max
 and ,1

max
+t

kS  where ,11 −≤≤ pt  and 1+pA  be an 

open interval after .
max
p
kS  

f. Let T = {all combinations ( )2max −k  from ( )1max −k  color}, such that 

{ }121 max...,,, −= kTTTT  with TTi ∈  be combinations not containing 

color i. 

g. Identify subgraph ikS  in the interval as defined in item d. 

h. If ikS  lies in the interval 1A  or ,2A  then every vertex of ikS  is 

colored by colors that correspond with ,1T  respectively. 

i. If ikS  lies in the interval ,kA  where ,13 +≤≤ pk  then every vertex 

of ,ikS  is colored by colors that correspond with ,1−kT  respectively. 

j. Let ikS  and ,jkS  where ji kk =  have the same distance from the 

maximum star subgraph. If ( ) ( ),ji xcxc =  then ( ) ( ).ji mcmc =  

Next, we show that the color codes for all vertices in nkkknF ...,,,, 21  for 

,1max −≤ kp  are different. Consider two distinct vertices ( )ikSVu ∈  and 

( ),jkSVv ∈  where ( ) ( ).vcuc =  
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• If ,maxkkk ji ==  then ( ) ( )vcuc ΠΠ ≠  because their color codes 

differ in ordinate of colors im  and .jm  

• If ikS  and jkS  lie in different intervals, say pA  and ,qA  then ( )ucΠ  

( )vcΠ≠  because they have different distances from pC  and .qC  

• If ikS  and jkS  lie in the same interval, say pA  but they do not have 

the same distance, then ( ) ( )vcuc ΠΠ ≠  because they have different 

distance to .pC  But, if they have the same distance, their color codes 

differ in ordinates im  and .jm  

• If one of { }ji kk ,  is ,maxk  say maxkki =  and ,maxkn j <  then the 

color codes of u and v differ in color of leaf of ,ikS  not contained in 

.jkS  

• If ( )jni KVx ,1∈  and v lie in the same interval, say ,kA  where ( )ixc  

( ),vc=  then ( )ixcΠ  and ( )vcΠ  have different distance from .kC  So, 

( ) ( ).vcxc i ΠΠ ≠  But, if they lie in different intervals, say rA  and ,sA  

then ( ) ( )vcxc i ΠΠ ≠  because they have different distances from rC  

and .sC  

From all above cases, we see that the color codes for all vertices in 
,...,,,, 21 nkkknF  for 1max −≤ kp  are different, thus c is a locating-coloring. 

So, ( ( ) ) ,1max...,,,, 21 −≤χ kF nkkknL  for .1max −≤ kp  

We will show the lower bound for .1max −> kp  By Corollary 1, we 

have that ( ( ) ) .1max...,,,, 21 −≥χ kF nkkknL  However, we will show that maxk  

1−  colors are not enough. For a contradiction that there exists a ( )1max −k -

locating coloring c on ( ) ,...,,,, 21 nkkknF  for .1max −> kp  Since maxkp >  
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,1−  there are two i, j, ,ji ≠  such that ( ){ } =−=| 2...,,2,1 maxkhlc ih  

{ ( ) }.2...,,2,1 max −=| kllc jl  Therefore, the color codes of im  and jm  are 

the same, a contradiction. So, ( ( ) ) max...,,,, 21 kF nkkknL ≥χ  for .1max −> kp  

Next, we determine the upper bound of ( )nkkknF ...,,,, 21  for .1max −> kp  

To show that ( ( ) ) ,max...,,,, 21 kF nkkknL ≤χ  consider the locating-coloring c 

on ( )nkkknF ...,,,, 21  as follows: 

• ( ) 1=ixc  if i is odd and ( ) 3=ixc  if i is even. 

• ( ) max1 kmc =  and ( ) 2=imc  for i otherwise. 

• If { },...,,2,1 maxkA =  define: 

{ ( ) }
{ }
{ }⎩

⎨
⎧ =

=−=|
.otherwise,2\

,1if,1\
2...,,2,1

max

max

kA
ikA

kjlc iij  

It is easy to verify that the color codes of all vertices are different. 
Therefore, c is a locating-chromatic coloring on ( ),...,,,, 21 nkkknF  and so 

( ( ) ) ,max...,,,, 21 kF nkkknL ≤χ  for .1max −> kp  This completes the proof. 
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